
Shippers  
Access real-time tracking and ETAs to improve inventory predictability, 
reduce On Time In Full (OTIF) fines, eliminate inefficiencies and strengthen 
customer satisfaction. 
 
Logistics Service Providers
Rapidly meet your automation goals without a high-cost custom solution, 
increasing efficiencies from procurement through settlement and reducing 
customer churn. 
 
Carriers 
Book and retain more business through digitalization. We partner with you to 
keep drivers on the road, eliminate manual check calls and increase customer 
satisfaction. 

Attaining Advanced 
Visibility with project44
Know exactly where a shipment is, and what condition it’s 
in, during every step of the journey. project44 connects, 
automates and provides visibility into key transportation 
processes to accelerate insights and shorten the time it 
takes to turn those insights into actions. The Advanced 
Visibility Platform™ enables you and your customers to 
make smart, real-time decisions rooted in high-fidelity data 
and predictive business intelligence.

Our Platform Is Trusted by 
Leading Global Brands and 
Logistics Service Providers 
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800+ 
Global telematics ELD 
device integrations 

8.5M+ 
Access to over 8.5M 
vehicles worldwide 

165+ 
Coverage in over  
165 countries 

60+ 
TMS integrations  
and partnerships

p44’s Global 
Network Includes: 

Our Solutions Are Designed
for the Entire Logistics Ecosystem



Quick Implementation 
with Expert Help at 
Every Stage

Global Reach Across
Modes and Geographies
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Increase your time to value by tapping into the most extensive global visibility network, which 
includes access to the only application that fully automates carrier onboarding.

The sooner you’re live, the quicker you’ll deliver a better customer experience and gain operational 
improvements. To help you efficiently implement project44, we offer:

Largest Global Network  
Achieve a new level of insight using 
the only supply chain visibility platform 
designed to capture the most timely and 
high-fidelity transportation data via APIs 
and global ELD/telematics devices.

High-Quality Data 
Our platform automates the complex task 
of consolidating, cleansing, normalizing 
and enriching all data into a format 
everyone can understand and act on.

LTL, vLTL, & Groupage
Fully automate the entire less-than-
truckload shipment lifecycle from 
procurement through settlement in North 
America and gain high-fidelity tracking 
data into groupage shipments in Europe. 
 
Parcel 
Connect with all leading global parcel 
capacity providers, with over 115 major 
market and regional carriers worldwide 
directly connected via API.  

Rail  
Track class I, II, and III 
North American rail shipments. 

Truckload  
Proactively track all truck types across 
North America and Europe, including 
refrigerated freight. 

Ocean 
Container- and vessel-level data for ocean 
freight around the globe – no matter the 
port of origin or destination. 
 
Final Mile 
Automate the home delivery of bulky, non-
conveyable products via connections to a 
variety of North American final mile carriers.

Air
Built in connections with more than 100 air 
freight carriers around the world.

Robust API Services  
Our API-centric approach allows p44 to 
seamlessly integrate to the systems you 
rely on every day—without any lag time—to 
ensure your team, suppliers, customers 
and carriers have a single source of truth.

Purpose Built Applications 
Applications, including the Visibility 
Operations Center™ and the Network 
Management Center®, are built on top of 
the platform delivering rapid results in step 
with your business needs.

Our Advanced 
Visibility Platform™ 

Legacy systems cannot deliver the results that today’s customer-centric businesses are measured 
by. project44 takes a data-first approach to visibility with a modern platform designed to ingest, 
cleanse, and normalize high-quality data from a global network of carriers. 

Attaining Advanced Visibility with project44project442

For more information:
 
 

info@project44.com 
project44.com 

North America
+1 312.300.4787 
 

Europe
+45 7020 1939

Hands-on 
implementation 
overseen by a 
dedicated project 
manager.

An automated 
onboarding 
application with 
80% of new carriers 
connecting in fewer 
than 10 days.

Continuous support 
from a dedicated 
Customer Success 
manager. 

Exceptional support in over  
16 languages available, 
including Spanish, French,  
and Polish.


